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Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to critically  evaluate published scholarly interpretations of the 
territorial terms provinicia, regio and to a lesser extent regnum and pagus as used in the 
documentary sources of the seventh, eighth and ninth centuries. All have played a part in 
analyses of the origins and development of the Anglo-Saxon kingdoms and sub-kingdoms, 
a topic that attained particular currency during the 1980s and 1990s, to judge from the 
frequent references made to books and articles published in those years by authors of 
more contemporary works (Arnold 1988; Bassett 1989a; Yorke 1990; Scull 1993). This 
“golden age” saw the belated proposition of models to explain how the kingdoms came 
into being, drawing upon elements of disciplines such as social anthropology to augment 
the well-worn historical testimony. It is unfortunate that reevaluation of the terms used to 
characterise kingdoms and sub-kingdom units has not kept pace with the more objective 
approach to the origins of such polities. As a result, regio in particular has come to be used 
to refer to any territorial unit earlier and/or smaller than the historically-attested kingdoms. 
The following paragraphs hence will set out the argument for why the use of any Latin term 
in respect of polities in the pre-Conversion era is inappropriate, and contextualise regio, 
provincia and their less frequently-encountered counterparts regnum and pagus in the 
literate culture that came into existence through the nexus of the Church and secular elites 
in the seventh and eighth centuries.

Territorial models and terminological troubles
Of the two main models advanced to explain the formation of the Anglo-Saxon kingdoms, 
that which may  be termed “the competition model” is the best known and probably most 
widely repeated, helped in part - as several authors have commented over the years - by 
the FA Cup analogy made by  Steven Bassett in an influential 1989 essay (Bassett 1989b). 
It certainly has its attractions for placing kingdoms and the less well-attested sub-kingdom 
units in the same processual context, but its makes certain assumptions that cannot 
always be proven through recourse to the archaeological or historical data. The counter-
argument, that kingdom-level and sub-kingdom polities were often the continuations of 
Roman-era territories (what for symmetry might be dubbed “the continuity  model”), has 
been restated recently with no little conviction by Tom Green (Green 2012, 163-67). The 
latter interpretation is all well and good when there is congruence between a known or 
credible Anglo-Saxon territory and the hinterland of a Roman urban centre or an Iron Age 
tribal civitas, but is hard to apply to an area in which the former is absent (e.g. Surrey, at 
least that part of it outside of what John Hines has proposed as the original ʻSūþre-gēʼ: see 
Blair 1991, 6-24; Hines 2004). The shortcomings of both interpretations means, perhaps 
inevitably, scholars are moving towards an acknowledgement that the kingdoms and 
smaller territories alike could come into being in different ways, depending on a variety  of 
factors and conditions (Hamerow 2005, 280-87).

From the corpus of surviving sources, there is no reason to believe that words like 
provincia and regio were used as formal titles (“The Provincia of Kent”, “The Regio of 
Surrey” etc.), but at the same time there do seem to have been conventions in how they 
were used, which point to the words having widely-understood and agreed connotations. 
Much good work concerning the terminology was done by James Campbell, who 
established such fundamentals as the superiority  of provincia over regio when the two 
occur in the same context (while also noting that Bede for one did not use either term with 
absolute consistency) and that regnum sometimes had ʻterritorial implicationsʼ (Campbell 
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1986a, 86-87; Campbell 1986b, 113). There has, however, been a general failure to build 
upon the foundations laid down by Campbell, and most authors seeking to characterise 
earlier post-Roman territorial divisions still opt to project the currency  of regio back far 
beyond the cusp of documentary testimony in the later seventh-century, marking a point in 
time by which the main Anglo-Saxon kingdoms had come into being or else were at a very 
late stage of their metamorphosis (e.g. Reynolds 2005). Describing a putative territory of 
the sixth-century thus ignores not just the important issue of agency and the ability of 
people to effect changes to politico-territorial arrangements, but also that of language. 
Confusion around the latter, if not on the parts of archaeologists and historians themselves 
then in the way they  have chosen to articulate such concepts in print, is exemplified by the 
following explanation of the name Surrey, written by the late Martin Welch: 

ʻSurreyʼs name means “the southern region”, but this is hardly  an appropriate term for a 
territory the size of an early  kingdom or later shire. A  region (or regio) implies a sub-unit within 
a kingdom (or provincia), so initially this southern kingdom may  refer to a much smaller 
territory...ʼ (Welch 2007, 193).

Here Welch makes Latin regio synonymous with Old English *ġē, unknown outside of 
place-names and the county-name Surrey, which is generally held to be an early territorial 
term, one usually translated as “district” (including by Keith Bailey in what stands as the 
most in-depth analysis published to date: Bailey 1999). The equation of the two words 
makes the contrast Welch draws between regio and provincia incongruous in this context, 
even more so given he does not return to it when discussing the important group  of 
Kentish place-names in which *ġē is believed to be the qualifier (Welch 2007, 244-45; it is 
possible he blurred the two terms on account of the phrase ʻin regione eastregenaʼ in S 
128, for which see below). Bailey (1999) argues for *ġē not to have been used in name-
formation in England beyond circa 550, explaining its occurrence in no more than a 
handful of names, and moreover suggesting limited, specific circumstances governed its 
use. The uncertainty surrounding *ġē, to the point where its very existence as an Old 
English place-name element has been called into question (Briggs 2011), means that it will 
play little part in the following analysis.

One notable exception to the trend of unquestioningly accepting and repeating previous 
treatments of the early politico-territorial nomenclature is Barbara Yorke, who has 
advanced more circumspect readings of the evidence. In a wide-ranging essay published 
in the year 2000, she posits that Bedeʼs occasional uses of provincia instead of the 
expected regio are ʻquite in keepingʼ with its meaning in classical Latin (Yorke 2000, 74), 
thereby accounting for other instances that run counter to the general rule. More 
importantly  in terms of the subject matter of this essay, she offers a clear and insightful 
assessment of the territorial units identified as regiones in the written records of the Middle 
Anglo-Saxon period which is worth reproducing in full:

ʻIt is certainly possible that some of the units may have been territories of some significance in 
the fifth and sixth centuries, but it should not be assumed automatically  that they  represent 
some sort of early tribal or settlement district. Neither the form of their names nor the way  they 
are described in seventh- and eighth-century  documents mean that they  have to be interpreted 
in such a way, and at least some regiones may  have been created for administrative purposes 
after the stabilization of kingdoms.ʼ (Yorke 2000, 86)

This paper seeks to take up  where Yorke leaves off and address the failure of many writers 
over the years to properly break down - and in many cases so much as acknowledge - the 
dubious claims of Latin terms like regio and provincia to be contemporary descriptors of 
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pre-Christian (in other words pre-seventh century) polities. This is especially true of works 
following “the competition model” and its focus on post-Roman developments, but may 
also apply to those conforming to “the continuity model”, even if the territories in question 
had credible origins in the Roman period or earlier.

Regarding the latter model, it is worth noting the possibility  that Latin pagus (known to 
have been utilised to denote sub-provincial administrative districts in the Western Roman 
Empire and later the Carolingian realm) was retained as the “default” term for a pre-
kingdom or sub-kingdom polity in post-Roman Britain. It occurs in the text of an early 
eighth-century grant of land to Wealdhere, Bishop of London, describing the location of the 
land at Hæmele, i.e. in the vicinity of Hemel Hempstead (S 1784, 704x708). The use of 
pagus led Bailey  to go so far as to argue that it ʻsuggests a continuing awareness of its 
use in Roman and post-Roman administration in the Chilternsʼ (1999, 74). While this is the 
solitary known occurrence of pagus in the context of a charter, it is found in a letter close of 
704x705 written by Wealdhere, where it refers to Essex and/or Mercia (Kelly 2004, 14, 
221-23). As a result, it is more likely to stem directly from the vocabulary of the bishop, not 
that of Antique administrative practice. Pagus saw a revival at the end of the ninth century, 
to judge from its use by Asser to describe the likes of Surrey, Berkshire and Wiltshire in his 
Life of King Alfred, and in a charter of 891 (S 347) in reference to Dorset.1  It is a 
reasonable conclusion to draw that in the reign of Alfred it had a well-understood sense of 
“shire”. 2

What word or words people used in the sixth century  to describe proto-kingdom and sub-
kingdom units is an important question, but will be left until the end of this essay and there 
will not be pursued at great length. Instead, the intention is to establish that, as with the 
example of pagus discussed in the previous paragraph, the application of regnum, 
provincia and regio belongs to the establishment of a literate, Christian culture of the 
seventh century onwards. This will be done by  focusing on the charters, histories and 
hagiographies which include references to southern English kingdoms and territories of 
Kent, Essex, Surrey, Middlesex, Sussex and Wessex (or places therein) incorporating one 
or more of the aforementioned terms. The temporal limits of this exercise are the years 
circa 670-850, representing a period in which the relevant terms had particular significance 
above and beyond being nouns with a territorial implication, though by the latter decades 
the specific meaning(s) had declined, as will be highlighted below. From the same sources 
also comes evidence for changes in the terminology used that can be compared with the 
broader historical context, showing it often - but not always - reflected the political realities 
of the period. The evidence relating to each of the above-mentioned polities will be 
considered in turn, before some wider observations are made and conclusions drawn.

Kent
Kent is perhaps the best documented of all the kingdoms and sub-kingdoms in scope. It 
must also vie for the honour of being the most rigorously analysed of the Anglo-Saxon 
realms, from an archaeological as well as a historical angle. Regiones are a recurrent 
feature of discussions of its complex internal territorial geography, often correlated with the 
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relatively late-documented lathes into which Kent was divided by the time of the 
Domesday Survey. Both Alan Everittʼs landmark Continuity and Colonization (1986) and 
Nicholas Brooksʼ 1989 chapter entitled ʻThe creation and early structure of the kingdom of 
Kentʼ are replete with references to regiones, often extrapolating from the relatively 
numerous mentions of the term in charters to apply it to other district-like territories without 
equivalent documentary testimony. The table below gathers together uses of the term 
regnum, provinicia and regio as found in charter texts pertaining to land grants and other 
transactions concerning several monasteries within and without the kingdom of Kent. 

TABLE 1: Territorial terminology used in charters relating to Kent, circa 690-850

KINGDOM OF 
RULER ISSUING 

CHARTER

Regnum = Kent Provincia = Kent Regio = Kent Regio = other

Kent (including 
halves of 
kingdom)

S 33 (762x64)
S 1439 (844)

S 27 (738) 
S 31 (748x62)
S 36 (779)

Wessex S 233 (691) S 282 (830) S 293 (843)

Mercia S 90 (742)
S 105 (764)

S 123 (785)
S 128 (788)
S 156 (799)
S 157 (801)
S 159 (804)
S 41 (805x807)
S 164 (809)
S 170 (812)
S 177 (814)
S 186 (822)
S 187 (823)

S 1258 (798) S 128 (788)
S 168 (811)
S 1264 (811)
S 170 (812)
S 177 (814)

NOTES
1. Archives represented: Christ Church Canterbury (including ex Reculver), St Augustineʼs Canterbury, 

Medeshamstede (Peterborough), Rochester.
2. Charters of suspect authenticity in italics - consult summaries of scholarly comments on relevant pages 

of The Electronic Sawyer.
3. S 128, 170 and 177 incorporate more than one of the above terms, and have been included more than 

once to reflect this.
4. The relevant phrase in S 31 is ʻin regione Caestruuaraʼ, which I have chosen to interpret as “in the regio 

of the men of Rochester” following Brooks 1989, 71, rather than ʻin the realm of the Kentish dwellersʼ  as 
per the translation of ʻS 31ʼ, The Electronic Sawyer.

5. S 1436 (825x27), the extended record of the resolution of a dispute between Archbishop Wulfred of 
Canterbury and King Coenwulf of Mercia and his heiress Cwoenthryth, incorporates the phrase ʻin 
prouincia Cantiæʼ but is not tabulated above owing to the nature of the source text.

6. The reference in S 168 to ʻterram in regione Merscuuariorumʼ has been adjudged a tenth-century 
interpolation by Brooks 1989, 254 note 86, and so is not tabulated above.

It emerges from the table above that provincia and regnum were used solely to 
characterise the kingdom of Kent or in two instances (S 33 and 1439) one half of the 
kingdom (for summaries of Kentish joint-kingship, see Brooks 1989, 68-69, and Yorke 
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1990, 27). The dates of their use are such that it might be suggested provinicia 
superceded regnum as the appropriate descriptor for the kingdom circa 764, perhaps as a 
result of Mercian influence - or incursion. The inherent inadequacies of the corpus of 
surviving charter texts must always be borne in mind, but it is striking that Rory  Naismith 
(2012, 19) argues for Kentʼs appearance as ʻa distinct regional unit in the Mercian 
kingdomʼ in a six-decade period from circa 765, with or without the several reassertions of 
local rulership  during that time (Yorke 1990, 31-32). Though “provincial” may have been a 
better choice of adjective in light of the charter vocabulary, the historical sources certainly 
complement the numismatic data with which Naismith is primarily  concerned, and 
demonstrate that Kentʼs reassertions of political independence took place within a wider 
economic context that spanned the (shifting) boundaries of individual kingdoms.

The uses of regio prompt a different set of observations and questions. Arguably, one 
should not attach too much significance to the two instances of regio being used in relation 
to the Kentish kingdom, even though the respective charter texts are of impeccable 
authenticity; Bede made an apparent slip-up in using the phrase ʻregionem Geuissorumʼ to 
describe the West Saxon kingdom (HE, IV.14; Campbell 1986a, 86-87). On the other 
hand, it is clear that by the final quarter of the eighth century the term was being deployed 
at times in an almost matter-of-fact manner to refer to small areas that would not be 
considered regiones in the sense (or senses) usually apportioned to it. Nicholas Brooks 
made much this point, arguing that certain instances of regio might be understood to have 
the connotation “lathe” (especially  those relating to Rochester and Eastry: S 31, 128, 
1264) before cautioning that there is no need to posit the same for applications of the term 
to more minor, even obscure, locations (Brooks 1989, 71-72). As a result, his retention of 
regio as the term to describe the largest-scale divisions of the Kentish kingdom (Brooks 
1989, 73 Table 4.1) is hard to justify, although it may stem from the regio-heavy nature of 
the volume in which the essay was printed or the influence of Everittʼs book (or both). It is 
harder to be so accommodating of the uncritical acceptance and use of the term by Stuart 
Brookes, given his reevaluation of the wealth of Anglo-Saxon-period material archaeology 
takes the evaluation of the Kentish lathes in a more empirical direction, one that goes a 
long way to confirming the existence of multiple centres of material wealth and hence 
power within the Kentish kingdom (Brookes 2011; see also Welch 2007, 242-45, for an 
earlier analysis along the same lines which chooses the more neutral “regions” over 
regiones in the main).

Essex
The long-standing connections between the Kentish and East Saxon kingdoms are well-
documented, so it comes as little surprise that the latterʼs much smaller body of 
contemporary charter material (too small to merit tabulating) features the same territorial 
terminology. The kingdom is called a provincia by Bede (HE II.3; III.22; IV.6) and in earlier 
charters of 685x93 (S 1171) and 687x88 (S 1246). A fragmentary charter text of the period 
705x45 (S 1787) concerning the gift by King Swæfred of Essex of 70 hides to Inwald, 
bishop  of London, locates this endowment ʻin regione que dicitur Deningeiʼ, implying royal 
control of a defined land-unit of an areal magnitude in excess of what was being granted. 
Another East Saxon king, Offa, was behind the aforementioned grant to Inwaldʼs 
predecessor Wealdhere of ʻa portionʼ of land ʻin pago quae dicitur Hæmeleʼ, “in the district 
called Hemel” (S 1784). So far as it goes, the written evidence is sufficient to conclude that 
by the eighth century the East Saxon provincia or kingdom encompassed and controlled a 
number of sub-kingdom units.  
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Surrey
So far as can be discerned, Surrey  was never a kingdom in its own right; the early 
historical sources indicate control of the later county  area oscillated between the kingdoms 
of Kent, Mercia and Wessex from the late sixth century. Its name is generally understood 
to come from Old English sūther-*ġē, “southern district” (but see Briggs 2011), long 
thought to represent the southerly counterpart to a lost “Norrey” possibly coterminous with 
Middlesex (see Blair 1989a), but which Hines has persuasively argued to stem from an 
Early Anglo-Saxon cultural area without an equal on the opposite bank of the Thames, 
whose name derived from its situation to the south of (post-)Roman Londinium (Hines 
2004, 93, 99; this would parallel Eastry in Kent being the ēasterra-*ġē, “eastern district”, 
relative to Durovernum/Canterbury). Moving forward in time to the Middle Anglo-Saxon 
period, Surrey appears as a regio in a papal privilege of 678x81 (BCS 56), Bedeʼs 
Ecclesiastical History (IV.6), and charters of Offa of Mercia (S 144, of 757x96) and Egbert 
of Wessex (S 281 and 1438, of 838). However, it is first recorded as a provincia in the 
earlier 670s (S 1165).3 This reference comes from a Mercian milieu, and is rendered all the 
more interesting because part of what is generally  considered to be the original charter 
text goes on to mention ʻalterius provinciæ quæ appellatur Sunningesʼ (“another provincia 
which is called Sunningas”), implying a second polity under the overlordship  of the Mercian 
king Wulfhere but not controlled by Frithuwald, his appointed subregulus of Surrey and the 
grantor of S 1165. The chronicler Æthelweard dubs Surrey ʻprouinciam Suthriæʼ when 
retelling the events of the year 851 (Campbell 1962, 32), but the late tenth-century 
provenance of this reference advises against treating it as having any real authority  as to 
its status in the Middle Anglo-Saxon period, in the same way as Asserʼs aforementioned 
late ninth-century description of Surrey as a pagus when recounting the same event.  

Middlesex
If the preceding paragraphs have reinforced the belief that there was a preponderance in 
written sources of the mid-Saxon period for using provinicia to refer to kingdoms with only 
the occasional blip on the part of those composing the source texts, then the charter 
material relating to Middlesex throws a spanner in the works. The relevant passages are 
quoted in full below but are not translated; in addition to the Sawyer number of each 
charter text, the date, archive and scholarly consensus of authenticity are provided in 
parentheses.

S 65 (704, Christ Church Canterbury, authentic)
ʻego Sueabræd rex East Saxonorum et ego Pæogthath cum licentia Ædelredi regis comis 
aliquantulum agri partem pro remedio animarum nostrarum Uualdhario episcopo in dominio 
donare decreuimus id est .xxx. cassatorum in loco qui dicitur Tuican hom in prouincia quæ 
nuncupatur Middelseaxanʼ

S 100 (716x57, Christ Church Canterbury, authentic)
ʻego Æthelbaldus rex Merciorum Domino dispensante comite meo Withredo coniugique eius 
Ansithe terram .vii. manencium in provincia Midelsexorum in regione que dicitur 
Geddingesʼ
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S 119 (781, probably Westminster = spurious)
ʻEgo Offa diuina dispensante pietate Monarchiam Merciensis regni ...viginti mansis estimatam 
quam omnis sua cognatio habebat ante eum in prouincia mediterraneorum saxonum in 
loco quem solicole vocitant aet Hermondesyeordʼ

S 188 (831, Christ Church Canterbury, authentic)
ʻEgo Uuiglaf gratia Dei rex Merciorum anno primo secundi regni mei cum consensu et licentia 
meorum optimatum aliquam partem terrae iuris mei in prouincia Middelsaxanorum . hoc 
est .v. cassatorum quod ab incolis nominatur Botewælleʼ

S 1414 (post 832, Christ Church Canterbury, some interpolations)
ʻEgo Werhardus gratia Dei presbiter...super hoc .xxx. hidas cum uilla nomine Tuuicham in 
prouincia Middelsexanʼ

What immediately stands out is the consistent classification of Middlesex as a provincia for 
a period of well over a century.4  This is in spite of having no more evidence for an 
“indigenous” royal house than Surrey; if anything, a figure like comes Pæogthath (S 65) is 
even less credible as an indicator of past autonomy than the aforementioned subregulus 
Frithuwald. The characterisation of Middlesex as a provincia in S 100 could be dismissed 
as a product of the need for a term to describe something greater than the regio in which 
the land-grant lay, but, given there are both earlier and later charters which use the same 
terminology, the phrasing may well be a genuine description of the Middle Saxon territorial 
hierarchy, with regio units below the level of the provincia as in Kent and Essex. Keith 
Baileyʼs 1989 survey of the evidence remains the benchmark account of the Middle 
Saxons, yet fails to directly account for why the status of provincia endured for so long. If 
not the product of a desire for consistency on the part of the Christ Church scriptorium, a 
credible explanation for this apparent superiority  over neighbouring (and similar-sized) 
Surrey may be Middlesexʼs inclusion of Lundenwic, the emporium or proto-urban trading 
centre known from archaeology and charters (especially  S 1165) to have been in existence 
well before the start of the eighth century. This was not only the main outlet for national 
and international sea-borne imports and exports for the Mercian kingdom, but also would 
have been an important source of revenue for the crown arising from toll duties (Cowie & 
Blackmore 2012, 202-204; Kelly 1992). Reconstituting its hinterland into a provincia, a 
classification which could be argued to be disproportionate to its size, may have been part 
of a broader Mercian strategy to cement their control over Lundenwic and the income it 
generated (cf. Kelly  2004, 12). The continued use of provincia in relation to Middlesex in 
the latter half of the eighth and first half of the ninth centuries was in the context of the 
decline of Lundenwic (Cowie & Blackmore 2012, 209), and may embody habitual use of 
the term out of kilter with the political realities of the time.

Sussex
Susan Kelly edited more or less all of the charters relevant to the South Saxon kingdom for 
her British Academy volume on the Selsey archive, but not one of these gives a hint of its 
status at the time in the manner of the contemporary charter evidence for Kent. Bede 
thrice refers to it as a provincia (HE, IV.13 and V.18), as does Eddius Stephanus (VW, 
XLI), but like Surrey - and in stark contrast to Middlesex - the textual sources provide no 
evidence for internal regiones, just loci. This is remarkable given how up to five “kings” 
acted as grantors or witnesses to charters relating to estates in Sussex in the second half 
of the eighth century, and Kelly (1998, lxxiii-lxxx) speculates on their inter-relationship and 
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the apportionment of power between them. This theme has been taken up more recently 
by Sarah Semple, who suggests a correlation between the “decentralised” South Saxon 
kingdom and the distribution of fifth- to eighth-century furnished burials, possibly implying 
the persistence of ʻsmall, river-centred politiesʼ (Semple 2008, 422-23). The plural political 
geography of Sussex in this period would have lent itself to the application of regio in its 
sub-kingdom sense, as would the degree of political control exerted by King Offa and his 
successors which is evidenced by the string of charters relating to estates in Sussex 
granted or confirmed by Mercian kings (S  46, 48, 49, 50, 108; see also S 1435). For the 
term to be wholly absent from a small but not minuscule corpus of documents therefore 
hints at it not being part of the territorial nomenclature of the South Saxon kingdom.

Wessex
The silence of the charter testimony on the matter of South Saxon provinciae and regiones 
is to a large extent repeated in Wessex. Here there is solid evidence for the existence of a 
stratum of subkings or, from the eighth century on, ealdormen, as well as a number of 
fleetingly-documented men who held or could have held the title of king (Yorke 1995, 
79-84, 95-103). Conversely, the charters and other ecclesiastical texts do not name any of 
their territories. Bede refers to the provincia of (the) Meonware, in what is now the south-
eastern corner of modern-day Hampshire, as being ʻin gente Occidentalium 
Saxonumʼ (HE, IV.13), but the context is a retrospective record of King Wulfhere of 
Merciaʼs transfer of the territory to his South Saxon counterpart, Æthelnoth (Yorke 1995, 
39-40). Indeed, when King Beorhtric of Wessex obtained ownership of a tract of land in the 
area in 786x94, its location is given as ʻiuxta flumen quod appellatur Meoneaʼ, with no hint 
of it being a distinct district (S 269; also S 283, a problematic charter text in the name of 
King Egbert of Wessex, for a similar use of the River Meon as the locational point of 
reference). 

The example of Meonware is not the only record of the West Saxon kings having 
undisputed competence over an area hitherto identified as a provincia or regio (or both), 
but which are not differentiated so by  the sources of such information. Two of the earliest 
pieces of documentary evidence relating to Surrey, both with some form of connection to 
the West Saxon kingdom, embody the same trait. Perhaps the better-known of these is 
Cædwallaʼs charter of the later 680s endowing a monasterium at Farnham (S 235). It 
makes no mention whatsoever of which territory the land, minster or even the 
promulgation place lay  in, although the text as it survives may well have been amended 
and abridged (see Edwards 1988, 136), thereby depriving us of some valuable locational 
details.5  A generation later, a papal privilege of 708x715 (BCS 133) locates the Mercian-
affiliated twin monasteries of Woking and Bermondsey ʻin provincia West Saxonumʼ, an 
stark reflection of the political position at the time. Here the absence of any reference to 
Surrey seems deliberate, but the same might equally be said of the situation in other parts 
of Wessex, both at its extremities and in its heartlands.

Discussion
Anyone handling such a fragmentary and diverse dataset such as the written sources 
used for this essay must do so with great care and caution. Nevertheless, while accepting 
the severe constraints the material imposes as to the certainty with which firm conclusions 
can be drawn, there do appear to be a number of significant trends which merit further 
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comment. To begin with, we can move beyond Campbellʼs caveated ranking of provincia 
above regio to say that both were used of kingdoms and sub-kingdoms alike and in ways 
that do not look like errors on the parts of those who produced the texts in question. There 
was a preponderance towards using provincia (and even more so regnum) to describe 
autonomous or previously-autonomous polities ruled by kings but, particularly in regards to 
Kent, there are sufficient instances of regio being used to describe the kingdom as to 
recommend it having had such a meaning alongside its more widely-encountered 
attribution to sub-kingdom-level territorial entities. Similarly, provincia was used to refer to 
territories that were not and had never been independent kingdoms of the sort most often 
associated with uses of the word; indeed, it was occasionally  applied to places which had 
been described elsewhere (or were apt to be described) as a regio. What these 
observations demonstrate is that no single meaning can be apportioned to any of the main 
terms under discussion.

The pattern of a territory accorded the label provincia internally divided into by implication 
more than one regio can be discerned in Kent, Essex and Middlesex. The first two were 
independent (if interlinked) kingdoms, so could have instituted such a pattern of their own 
accord. The same explanation is much harder to advance in respect of Middlesex, and it is 
here that the hand of the Mercian kingdom enters the equation. Bassett (1989b, 17) has 
taken Bedeʼs mentions of regiones within Mercia and Northumbria as testament to their 
having been composed of units of that status, but this arguably reads a little too much into 
the passages in question (HE V.11 and III.16 respectively). Nevertheless, there are signs 
of repeated Mercian attempts, perhaps beginning in south-east England as early as circa 
670 and continuing up to circa 765 (if not beyond), to introduce a system of provinciae and 
regiones, with provincia being employed in another, previously-unrecognised sense of “?
semi-autonomous sub-kingdom territory”. 

The first fruits of this strategy were the likes of Surrey, Sunningas and Middlesex, each 
elevated to the status - and perhaps reconstituted into the agreed areal extent - of a 
provincia administered by a “sub-king” like Frithuwald (see Kelly  2008, 80, for the 
suggestion that Wigheard, a witness to the original benefaction documented by S  1165, 
was subregulus of a provincia higher up  the Thames from Surrey). However, while the 
former two came under West Saxon control in the years circa 686-720, Middlesex 
remained subject to Mercian overlords. Thus, an East Saxon client king was able to grant 
land at Twickenham on the north bank of the Thames in the provincia of Middlesex with 
the licence of a Mercian monarch (S 65) while, across the river, “Surrey” had been 
absorbed into a West Saxon kingdom which was known as a provincia but which chose 
not to reflect its internal subdivisions in its administrative lexicon. The Mercian system (if it 
is not going too far to describe it so) was a mixture of retention of old structures - hence 
some of the Kentish regiones recorded in the early ninth century? - and bold 
reorganisations. The latter may be true of Surrey, whose appearance as a regio in a 
Mercian charter of the late-eighth century (S 144) can be explained, following Naismith, as 
a consequence of its incorporation into the provincia of Kent, in effect recreating much the 
same situation as existed under Kentish king Ecgberht over a century earlier (though we 
have no evidence for it having been classified as a regio then, as is sometimes 
suggested).6
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If the various documentary sources appraised above give good grounds for suggesting 
that the kings of Mercia pursued the establishment of a system of “provincial” and 
“regional” division and administration, and moreover that a similar pattern was being 
followed by the Kentish and East Saxon royal houses as well, what does the dearth of 
detailed statements about the internal territorial geographies of the South Saxon and West 
Saxon kingdoms represent? A major lacuna to the understanding of when, where and why 
provinciae and regiones existed across a swathe of southern England, or a genuine 
reflection of the different way(s) in which the respective royal houses and their document-
producing monastic associates operated and defined the internal divisions of those 
realms? At the very end of the period under investigation here, references in West Saxon 
charters to Kent as a provincia in 830 (S 282) and Surrey as a regio in 838 (S 1438 and, 
less reliably, S 281) could point to a different approach under King Egbert (802-39), 
supposedly the last of the Bretwaldas. His successful military campaigns prompted the 
submission of Surrey alongside Kent, Essex and Sussex, in the wake of which they were 
grouped into an eastern adjunct to Wessex, rulership  over which Egbert devolved to his 
son Æthelwulf (Yorke 1995, 94-95). As such, they may be symbolic of a context in which 
the political realities of the day  were no longer the same as those of the preceding 
centuries, with provincia and regio now being used as little more than generic descriptors 
of recently-conquered territories.7  Such semantic decay is perhaps also discernible for 
regio in some of the Kentish charters from the 810s, and together these instances mark 
the sunset years of its use as a meaningful term imbued with specific administrative 
significance. The lack of earlier specific references from either a West Saxon or South 
Saxon context is rather at odds with the plurality  of kings or king-like potentates identified 
at various times in the Middle Anglo-Saxon period in both realms, which implies that they 
had a different attitude towards the definition (or at the very least the setting down in 
writing) of their constituent territorial divisions.

Conclusions
It is clear that, by the middle of the ninth century, there had been a decisive move away 
from provincia and regio having specific administrative meanings common among most, 
but perhaps not all, of the Anglo-Saxon kingdoms. So what can be said of when the terms 
first came into use? While there can be no denying their origins lying in a classical past, 
regnum, provincia and regio are highly  unlikely  to represent either survivals from or 
innovations of the post-Roman, pre-Conversion period. The frequent applicability  of a Latin 
word like regio to an indistinct horizon of pre-historical, pre-kingdom polities is 
questionable, even when early historical testimony exists that identifies them as such. All 
of the terms are far more likely to belong to the influence and output of a literate, 
ecclesiastical elite whose genesis was St Augustineʼs mission to the kingdom of Kent in 
597, and which only really took hold over the course of the seventh century  as the rulers of 
the kingdoms were converted to Christianity. Prior to that, at a local level, with no means or 
need to codify what a particular territory was in the pre-Conversion period (let alone to 
create one de novo), those who exercised dominance over them - especially Germanic 
incomers or their near descendants - arguably  may have sought to articulate a territorial 
identify through reference to social groupings. Yorke (2000, 74-76) offers an excellent 
discussion of some of the terminology preserved in the documentary sources, but once 
again they all belong to the Latin language (e.g. gens, populus) and she concludes they 
pertain to the rulers or inhabitants of kingdom-level territories. If pagus did not survive as a 
relict term for some areas and *ġē was only utilised in a very restricted set of 
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circumstances (if at all), then Old English “folk” nouns like ingas, ware, sǣte, folc or even 
faran (Yorke 1999, 28; 2000, 84; Green 2012, 59, 235-52) might be cited as potential 
candidates for how territories in the pre-Conversion period were conceptualised by their 
rulers and inhabitants.

Treading a fine interpretive line with customary aplomb, Yorke (2000, 86) argues the 
historically-attested regiones were ̒ likely to have been of different dates, sizes and originsʼ. 
This can be taken a step further, by the proposition that there has been a widespread lack 
of due care and attention given to the use of Latin terminology, especially regio, when 
describing or postulating territories of uncertain size and composition which existed in what 
is now England between the fifth and ninth centuries. The idea of regiones as the pre- and 
proto-historical building blocks of provinciae/kingdoms was cemented in the minds of a 
generation of scholars by the slew of book and papers of which appeared on the subject in 
the late 1980s and early  1990s. However, just as archaeology  provides justification for 
both the “competition” and “continuity” models from which this line of thought draws 
inspiration (see Welchʼs and Brookesʼ works on Kent, as well as Arnold 1988 and Scull 
1993 for a theoretical perspective), so the historical evidence from southern England at 
least is clear; regio was a terminological label applied to a range of political entities of the 
seventh, eighth or ninth centuries, not fifth- or sixth-century ones, although once again this 
is not to deny that many regiones were descended from earlier territories. Moreover, regio, 
provincia and regnum, all had more than one possible meaning, depending on the context 
in which the relevant polities and/or records were created; at least some of these 
meanings were “technical”, grounded in the exercise of political control at a level below 
that of the kingdom. Ultimately, despite the limited geographical focus, it is hoped that this 
essay has done enough to rescue regio from an unwarranted fate as the inappropriate 
shorthand term for any pre-kingdom or sub-kingdom polity in England, and to encourage a 
far more objective treatment of it and other territorial terms in discussions of the political 
units of this formative period in English history.
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